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January
Chinese New Year
As every household prepares itself for the Chinese New Year celebration, at
SPARKS the children are also actively involved during this Chinese New Year
season.
“This is really
fun and
easy…”

How can Chinese New Year be without
some finger-licking Chinese New Year
goodies?
We have a fun time baking our very own
special pineapple tarts.

A memorable learning
of our Chinese New
Year pineapple tarts

Using plain flour, eggs and lots of butter
and kneading the small little dough
together with some pre-made pineapple
fillings, the children pack the freshly
oven-baked tarts into a container, ready
to share them with others during this
joyous festive season.
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Making our special tornado

Coming to the month of February, our emphasis is on friendships and
looking out for one another. Kids are taught how to make “flower lollipop”
using simple scrap materials like color papers and satay sticks. The flower
lollipop is beautiful, coupled with kids’ love letters to their family members.
This is a season of appreciating one another and their loved ones. Indeed
one of the best ways to express love is through gifts.
Well, last but not least is our March holiday programme – a time where
children get to learn fascinating magic tricks using science concepts. We
conduct simple home-made science experiments, leaving the children in
great bewilderment. Ever created a tornado? Yes, this is real! Kids make
their mini tornados using recycled materials, and also a kaleidoscope with
simple tools and steps.

Fun! Friendship! Fulfilled!

Time for some exciting moments!
We get our kids out of the
classroom and move into a time of
experiments, teamwork and
magical tricks in the world of
science. Using recycled materials
like stockings and foam, kids create
their mini grassy head. With straws,
coins, paper and strings, they also
make their own climber. This
activity creates a great sense of awe
as children hold a mini competition
to see whose climber climbs the
fastest.
We have taken some snapshots of
those memorable moments.
So enjoy and have fun talking about
it!
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“You can teach a student a lesson
for a day; but if you can teach him
to learn by creating curiosity, he
will continue the learning process
as long as he lives.”
Clay P. Bedford
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